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Fall 2022

Educational Picture Books
Moon-Eyed Panther

By Nancy Guilbert & Anna Griot

New

A large picture book, with colorful illustrations full of
charm, to learn about 12 rare animals all around the
world, to wonder and understand the importance of
preserving nature.
Each animal is presented through a double page with a
zoom on one detail with clues, a double page to reveal it
with unusual information, and its characteristics at the
end of the book.
Hardcover / 64 pages / 23 x 31 cm / €15.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: October 2022
In 2011, after 10 years as a school teacher, Nancy Guilbert decided to
take the plunge and show some of her texts to publishers. Some fifty
picture then were born, addressing in a soft poetic and fun way
different life troubles, big or small. She also works in schools and libraries
in order to share her passion with the children.
Anna Griot is an illustrator. She graduated from art school in Strasbourg
in 2018, and now works for the press, publishing and the theater. She
created in 2014 with her sister the magazine CARGO which mixes
journalism and illustration.
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Educational Picture Books
Thank You My Body!

New

By Ophélie Célier, Thomas Piet
& Popy Matigot
How great we have arms to throw a ball, ears to listen to
beautiful music, hands to hold toys... A sweet picture
book, with clever die-cuts, to celebrate the body and its
possibilities, but also to accept it in all its diversity, thanks
to inclusive illustrations.
Hardcover / 48 pages / 21 x 26 cm / €16.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: June 2022
Ophélie Celier is a doula and a hypnobirthing practitioner.
Thomas Piet is the author of several novels.
They collaborated on several children's books.
Popy Matigot is an illustrator whose colorful, playful and joyful world
invites us to travel, giving free rein to our imagination and our emotions.
Her creativity relies on both digital and traditional media (paint,
watercolor, colored pencils, embroidery) for a result that oscillates
between poetry and fantasy.
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Educational Picture Books
When I’m Grown Up...
By Jessica Das

New

An inclusive picture book featuring 50 jobs for girls and
boys alike. Children can dream and have limitless ideas
to choose their future occupations!
Hardcover / 64 pages / 19 x 24 cm / €15.00
From 3 onwards
Publication: September 2022
After growing up in sunny California, Jessica Das took root in Paris and
has divided her time between illustrations and design work on cartoon
series. Her universe is populated with colorful and polymorphous
creatures, always in a good mood! Her direct, expressive and warm
style is getting richer with time, projects and experiences.
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Educational Picture Books
The Baboons’ Great Escape

New

By Caroline Fait & Arnaud Boutin
A funny picture book to cleverly learn to count up to 51,
following the great and extravagant adventure of 51
baboons! These imaginative animals escape from their
enclosure and find themselves scattered throughout the
zoo... where they make a merry mess!
Hardcover / 32 pages + 1 flap / 18.4 x 29 cm / €15.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: September 2022
Also a television screenwriter, Caroline Fait is an author of children’s
non-fiction and picture books. She has kept an interest in the historical
and scientific research involved in writing from her history studies.
Arnaud Boutin is an illustrator and a director who lives in Paris. He feeds
his world with characters and situations, each one crazier than the
next, and works as much for children's publishing as for the press and
advertising.
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Picture Books
Rose

By Caroline Fait & Mathilde George

New

Rose is not sure why her mom, who hates roses because
they’re too girly, named her after them. Maybe because
she wanted her to be able to see life through rosecolored glasses? Or because roses are beautiful and
know how to put up a fight? Or maybe because roses
come in all colors and shapes?
This picture book includes five humorous short stories, with
a graphic novel style, addressing universal themes: the
year class photo, birthdays, love declarations…

Hardcover / 48 pages / 18 x 23 cm / €12.50
From 6 onwards
Publication: September 2022
Also a television screenwriter, Caroline Fait is an author of children’s
non-fiction and picture books. She has kept an interest in the historical
and scientific research involved in writing from her history studies.
Graduated from the Emile Cohl art school in Lyon in 2011, Mathilde
George shares her time between several projects and illustration works
for the press, advertising and children’s publishing. She enjoys
traditional tools and mainly uses crayons and ink in her art.
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Picture Books
Thirsty

By Rémi Courgeon & Vanessa Hié

New

Toko, the huge storytelling tree, is dying of thirst, and his
friends the birds are teaming up to save him. A powerful
ecological tale, with beautiful and colorful watercolor
illustrations.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 21.5 x 34 cm / €16.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: October 2022
Rémi Courgeon released about thirty picture books. This magician of
words and images also produces illustrated non-fiction titles for NGOs,
sharing his statement with his felt-tip pen and his brush.
Vanessa Hié lives and works in Paris. A graduate of the École nationale
supérieure des Arts Appliqués et des Métiers d'Art in Paris, she illustrates
children's books and also works for advertising.
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Activities
Fine Arts Techniques for Young Artists series
An original series to teach key fine arts techniques to children: through adapted projects
and clear step-by-step, children will be able to develop their own creativity.
Softcover / 96 pages / 22 x 22 cm / €14.95
From 8 onwards
Publication: February-August 2022
Rights sold: Spanish

Easy Drawing for Young Artists
By Lise Herzog

Watercolor for Young Artists
By Sarah Van Der Linden

New

Comic workshop for Young Artists
By Clémence Pénicaud
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Activities
DIY Workshop series
A DIY series for children from 8, with 8 original projects clearly explained in steps, using
common material for amazing results!
Softcover / 56 pages / 18 x 25 cm / €12.50
From 8 onwards
Publication: May 2022 / September 2022

A Natural Cabinet of Curioisities
By Hélo-Ita

Pop Up & Paper Sceneries
By Elena Selena

New

New

Upcycling Creations
By Lucimari

Wonders from Japan
By Caroline Bouet
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BACKLIST

Picture Books
Okay, Bedtime!

By Armelle Modéré & Amélie Videlo
This afternoon, Leon does not want to nap. Daddy Bear goes with
him, just for a few minutes. And as Leon wriggles around, Daddy Bear
is slowly closing his eyes... A sweet story between a son and his dad,
when it is a bit difficult to fall asleep!
Hardcover / 32 pages / 22.4 x 27.6 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: March 2022
Rights sold: Romanian

The Washtub

By Armelle Modéré & Amélie Videlo
In the heat of summer, an adorable otter has only one desire: to
bathe in fresh water. He then has to fill the washtub by making
several round trips with the watering can... but he is not the only one
to covet it!
A picture book sparkling with mischievousness and humor!
Hardcover / 32 pages / 22.4 x 27,6 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: May 2021
Rights sold: Complex Chinese

A Dog at the School Break
By Juliette Vallery & Aki

Every morning, Jules sees a little dog waiting near the school,
seeming ready to study. One day, Jules decides to make it enter for
a guided tour. When a funny furball sows discord at school... for the
great joy of all the children!
Hardcover / 48 pages / 23 x 23 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: February 2022

Whoever You Are

By Capucine Lewalle & Magali Clavelet
An original, sweet and funny picture book dealing with the
unconditional love of a mum for her child, accepting all their
distinctive features (tastes, hobbies, gender...).
Hardcover/ 32 pages / 19.5 x 24 cm / €13.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: May 2022
Rights sold: Korean
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Picture Books
In The Woods, There is… A Rhinoceros
By Pierre Grosz & Rémi Saillard

A moving walk in the woods, where a child marvels at the richness of
the fauna and flora: the immensity of a tree, the sound of an insect,
the innocence of a doe... A poetic text, with beautiful large doublepage illustrations, reminding the disappearance of rare beetles:
lucanus, rhinoceros, …
Hardcover / 32 pages / 25 x 33.5 cm / €16.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: November 2021

In the Sea, There Are…

By Pierre Grosz & Rémi Saillard
A poetic story to discover the beauty of the sea, its inhabitants and
hidden treasures thanks to Rémi Saillard’s colorful illustrations.
Through this amazing journey, the child will also discover how we
damage our oceans.
Hardcover / 40 pages / 27 x 33.5 cm / €16.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: October 2020

We Made a Wish

By Séverine Vidal & Clémence Monnet
Two children make the wish to be grown-ups, but nothing goes as
planned: they become giants! Following their wishes, they are
growing, shrinking or switching from one universe to the other... And if
being children was finally more than enough? A touching story of
friendship, full of tenderness, in a dreamlike world.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 21.5 x 34 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: June 2021
Rights sold: Korean

Mister Dog

By Séverine Vidal & Laurent Simon
Today, Mr. Dog has a very important date… with Love. But on his
way, dressed in his most elegant suit, holding a big bunch of violets,
he will discover a broken toy. A sweet story about happiness, love
and generosity.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 22 x 27,6 cm / €13.50
From 4 onwards
Publication: February 2021
Rights sold: Korean
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Picture Books
Daddys’ Expecting Baby
By Frédéric Loew & Barroux

Knock, knock. It’s me, your Daddy! You’re here, so small in the sweet
cozy nest of your mother’s tummy. Do you hear me, Baby?
A very tender and beautiful picture book telling about expecting a
baby from the father’s point of view.
Hardcover/ 64 pages / 22 x 22 cm / €14.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: May 2020
Rights sold: Italian, Korean, Simplified Chinese

The Child and the Egg

By Jean-Claude Mourlevat & Fabienne Teyssèdre
The new edition of the very first picture book by Jean-Claude
Mourlevat, winner of the 2021 Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award! A
child goes to the henhouse to get an egg. But in exchange, the hen
asks for a handful of grains... An original tale full of twists and turns,
where generosity and mutual aid prevail over the law of the
strongest.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 21 x 24.5 cm / €13.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: November 2021

To the Edge of the World,
Without Falling

By Béatrice Fontanel & Pauline Kalioujny
Not so easy to ride a bike without training wheels… Well Suzanne is
not afraid, she falls a lot, but nothing will stop her, she likes so much
to ride in the wind and feels free! When she grows up, she will make
a huge trip to discover the beauty of the world.
Hardcover / 64 pages / 18 x 24.5 cm / €13.50
From 5 onwards
Publication: January 2020

Best
seller

The Wolf Who Ate Anything

By Christophe Donner & Manu Larcenet
A starving wolf leaves the comfort of his den to satisfy his grumbling
stomach. The hungry creature eats everything he can find on his
way, unaware that he is taking on the worst flaws of his victims: noisy
burps of a sheep, foul flatulence of a pig… But who has created
such a wolf?
Hardcover / 32 pages / 24 x 33 cm / €14.50
From 5 onwards
Publication: September 2013
Rights sold: Korean
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Picture Books
Life in Neon Green

By Coline Pierré & Gilles Freluche
Nothing has been the same since the opening of a new recycling plant “DStroy Everything”. A mysterious green smoke, weird green drinks, five-legged
animals… is this plant as green as pretended? Three young friends will have
to solve this mystery…
Hardcover/ 64 pages / 21.2 x 27.5 cm / €14.50
From 6 onwards
Publication: January 2020
Rights sold: Korean

The Birdcat

By Rémi Courgeon
What is this strange animal, half a cat, half a bird? In the forest, no
animal can understand him, he remains excluded, doing the work
left by the others. He decides to escape and begins a long journey.
One day, he meets a cow able to speak his language...
A moving story on difference, exclusion and friendship, highlighted
by Rémi Courgeon’s unique style.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 24 x 33 cm / €14.50
From 6 onwards
Publication: May 2014
Rights sold: Korean, Traditional Chinese

Our Own Snow

By Thomas Scotto & Marie Novion
Today, Cerise meets up with her dad for a snowy walk in the streets
and the park of New York.
A sweet story about the strong bond between a father and his
daughter, after a divorce.
Hardcover / 64 pages / 17 x 22.2 cm / €12.95
From 6 onwards
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Picture Books
Apolline series

By Didier Dufresne & Armelle Modéré
In each title, toddlers will follow a little girl and her beloved cuddly
toy in everyday situations. Highlighted by sweet watercolor
illustrations, each story is linked to advice following the Montessori
educational approach.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 19.5 x 18 cm / €7.00
From 18 months old
Rights sold: Korean, Russian, Simplified Chinese, Turkish, Vietnamese
Didier Dufresne was a school teacher and wrote stories for his pupils. Since then, he
has written around 30 books for children and has dedicated himself to writing and
leading writing workshops.
After studying fine arts, Armelle Modéré started to work in children’s publishing as an
illustrator and has created around 40 picture books.

Tidying My Bedroom

I Am Cooking

A Big Tantrum

The Lost Pacifier

Not Afraid

The Show

On the Potty

I Am Bored

Also available:

With the help of her cuddly toy
and her enthusiasm, Apolline
prepares for Christmas:
decorating the tree, preparing
a gift list, making a snowman...
a story full of tenderness and
mischief about the excitement
of the magic of Christmas.

First Day at School

A new edition of the best-selling title
in the series (50 000 copies sold!): the
first day at school, an adventure full
of tenderness to help the children
with this big step in their lives!

Almost Christmas!

Hardcover / 32 pages / 20 x 24.5 cm /
€8.50

Hardcover / 32 pages / 22 x 18.5 cm / €7.00
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Picture Books
Tom series

By Marie-Aline Bawin
The cute hero accompanies young readers in the meaningful events of their lives: having
nightmares, being afraid, sharing great moments in the family…
Hardcover / 32 pages / 19.5 x 18 cm / €7.00
Softcover / 32 pages / 17.5 x 16 cm / €5.00
From 3 onwards
Rights sold: Korean, Romanian, Russian, Simplified Chinese
Marie-Aline Bawin was born in Liège (Belgium). As a little girl, she admired the drawings of her father, an interior
designer. Later she studied Arts and now juggles her family and her passion: drawing her hopes, dreams, and her
love for life!

I Ride My Bike!

I Was Scolded

I Am Going to the Market

I Am Bored

My Snowman

I Have to Go to the
Hospital

I Want the Tablet!

We Sort Our Waste

Also available:
-

A Little Dog At home
I Don’t Want to Sleep
I Have A Little Sister
I Lost A Tooth
I Move House
It’s My Birthday
Grandpa Is Dead
My First Day at School
Tom Rides a Bike
Tom Has a Nightmare
Tom Dresses Up
Tom’s Christmas
To the Swimming Pool
On the Red Tractor!

6 stories to discover
the emotions (joy,
sadness, fear, love,
anger and shame),
together with 22
activities to learn how
to deal with them.
Tom’s Emotions

Hardcover, easel-book /
40 pages / 26 x 19 cm /
€13.95
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Picture Books
Positive Families series
By Béatrice Grumler, Léonie Kœlsch & Julie Brouant
A series of colorful and joyful picture books to help children overcome common everyday
difficulties thanks to positive discipline. Includes practical advice for parents at the end of
each story. Inclusive and modern, the series is addressed to all kinds of parents and families.
Hardcover with round corners / 32 pages / 18 x 21 cm / €9.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: September 2021
Rights sold: Romanian
Béatrice Grumler is a Positive Discipline trainer and a family coach. As a member of the Positive Discipline
Association, she accompanies parents on their educational journey, children and teenagers in their identity
construction, and intervenes in schools with students and teachers.
Léonie Kœlsch is an independent illustrator and graphic designer who happily create images with a colorful
graphic mood for the press, publishing, cultural institutions, associations, etc. She also runs artistic workshops for
different audiences.
Julie Brouant is a ceramist and an illustrator who works mainly for the press, publishing, advertising and packaging.

Tantrum at the Supermarket

A Little Brother… And What About Me?

Little Nightime Fears

I Don’t Like Vegetables!
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Picture Books
Around the World series
A new series of picture books discovering children around the world. Talking about their
everyday lives, each story is also a way to be immersed in a new imaginary world, inspired
by each culture.
Hardcover / 32 pages / 19.5 x 24 cm / €9.50
From 4 onwards
Didier Dufresne was a school teacher and wrote stories for his pupils. Since then, he has written around 30 books for
children and has dedicated himself to writing and leading writing workshops.

Messaoud
By Didier Dufresne &
Bruno Pilorget
Messaoud lives in Meknès,
in Northern Morocco.
When an old man tells
him a fascinating legend
on storks, he decides to
look for them. An
adventure that will lead
him far from the Medina.

New

Yegor
By Didier Dufresne &
Pauline Kalioujny
Yegor lives in Samara, in
Russia. One day, he
discovers that an old
woman lives in an
abandoned dacha.
Could it be the famous
witch Baba Yaga ? Or
maybe a new friend?

Mai-Anh
By Didier Dufresne &
Sandra Desmazières

Sadiatou
By Didier Dufresne &
Karine Maincent

Mai Anh lives in Vietnam,
she likes to go to the
beach to build sand
castles. Alas, every night,
they disappear, as in the
story Mr. Pham tells her
while drawing on the
sand...

Sadiatou lives in Burkina
Faso. One day, she
comes back from
school with a guinea
fowl offered by the
school principal. Her
daddy is decided to eat
it! Fortunately, her
grand-father will help
her to find a solution to
keep her new friend…

Sayako
By Didier Dufresne &
Victoria Dorche
Sayako lives in a small
apartment in Tokyo and
dreams of having a dog.
Her parents decide to
take her in a pet shop,
then in a shelter, to help
her realize that having a
pet is a big responsibility.
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Comic Strip
Big Bang Boy series

By Capucine Dewalle & Benoît Perroud
Big Bang Boy is a 7 year-old boy, passionate about astronomy,
dreaming of going into space. Waiting to be old enough to make his
dream come true, he trains himself to be a good astronaut.
At the park, in holydays or even at the market, he always wear his
cosmonaut’s outfits, ready to live intersidereal adventures!
Softcover with flaps / 80 pages / 15 x 21 cm / €9.95
From 6 onwards
Rights sold: Simplified Chinese
Capucine Dewalle started a career as a scriptwriter after working for more than 10
years for an advertising agency. She has since participated in the writing of several
comedy series. At the same time, she has written several humorous books for children.
Benoît Perroud has been an author and illustrator since 2001. He writes and draws
comic books as well as picture books. But he also devotes a lot of his time to painting
on canvas, silkscreen printing and linocutting.

To The Moon!

To Infinity and… Oh, Boy!

Lift-Off to Mars!
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Activities
The Young Artist’s Workshop
By Clémence Pénicaud

An inspiring guide to drawing and painting thanks to
varied techniques (colored inks, oil, pastel, charcoal,
drawing gum, acrylic, gouache...), including the bases,
observation exercises and creative step-by-step
workshops to experiment, create and have fun with arts!
Softcover / 96 pages / 22 x 22 cm / €14.95
From 6 onwards
Publication: May 2021
Rights sold: English, Complex Chinese
Clémence Pénicaud leads fine arts workshops for children, initiating
them to various techniques. She is also working as an illustrator for
children’s book publishers and magazines.

My Holiday Diary Through the
Seasons
By Marie Bretin

A notebook including lots of activities: writing, tests,
drawing, collage, DIY, stickers. A great travel companion
for children to remember their adventures and
discoveries.
Softcover / 96 pages / 16 x 22 cm / €12.50
From 7 onwards
Publication: May 2021
Marie Bretin has been an illustrator since 2014. She likes to work on
specific ranges of colors for each project. She works for several book
publishers but also for fashion brands, creating patterns for children’s
clothes fabrics.
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Activities
My DIY Afternoons series
8 simple workshops per title to create decorative items with simple
material and master various techniques, thanks to step-by-step
photos for thousands of creative ideas.
Hardcover / 64 pages / 16.5 x 24 cm / €11.95
From 5 onwards
Rights sold: Catalan, English, Italian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Turkish

The Dried Flowers
Workshop
By Sandra Willauer

The Seeds and
Seedlings
Workshop
By Sandra Willauer

The Nature Craft
Workshop
By Hélo-Ita

The Christmas
Deco Workshop
By Helo-Ita

The Shadow and
Light Workshop
By François Chetcuti

The Cardboard
Workshop
By François Chetcuti

The Wool
Workshop
By Agnès Pironon

The Biscuit
Workshop
By Hélo-Ita

The Zero-Waste
Workshop
By Sophie Hélène

The Paper
Workshop
By L’atelier Terrains
Vagues

The Nature
Workshop
By Sandra Willauer

The Modelling
Workshop
By Karine Lémery

The Recycling
Workshop
By Steffie Brocoli &
Marie-Laure Bouwens

The Printing
Workshop
By Steffie Brocoli &
Marie-Laure Bouwens

The Christmas
Cooking Workshop
By Marie-Laure
Tombini

The Cookies
Workshop
By Marie-Laure
Tombini
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Activities
My DIY Afternoons series – bind-up editions
My Super Nature DIY Afternoons
Collective Work

21 original projects explained in step-by-step and followed by ideas
of variations to develop the child’s creativity. Only simple material is
needed to realize those creative activities based on natural
elements (leaves, flowers, stones...).
Hardcover / 144 pages / 19.7 x 28.8 cm / €19.50
From 5 onwards
Publication: May 2022
Rights sold: Catalan, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Turkish

My Super DIY Afternoons
Collective Work

21 original projects explained in step-by-step and followed by ideas
of variations to develop the child’s
creativity. Only simple material is needed to realize those creative
activities (printing, wool, modelling, upcycling, paper…).

Hardcover / 144 pages / 19.7 x 28.8 cm / €19.50
From 5 onwards
Publication: September 2020
Rights sold: Catalan, English, Italian, Simplified Chinese, Spanish, Turkish

Christmas Cakes and Decorations
By Marie-Laure Tombini & Hélo-Hita

Delicious shortbread, gingerbread men, delicate meringues,
Christmas tree hangers, garlands... 20 easy workshops, and a
multitude of possible variations,
explained step-by-step with photos, for a Christmas full of wonders!
Hardcover / 96 pages / 18 x 26 cm / €14.50
From 5 onwards
Publication: October 2021
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Activities
Origanimals series
An innovative series offering simple but original origami projects as little cabinet of curiosities.
In just few folds, children will give life to eye-catching characters as elegant decoration or
playful items.
Softcover with Arlin spine / 32 pages / 21 x 21 cm / €8.95
From 6 onwards
Rights sold: English, Italian

Birds to Fold and Play
By Dominique Ehrhard

Dinosaurs to Fold and Play
By IK&SK

Cats to Fold and Play
By IK&SK

Bugs to Fold and Play
By IK&SK

Archipop’

By Dominique Ehrhard
A unique and eye-catching construction game. The box holds 10
pre-cut boards which once popped out create 90 pieces to
assemble. A booklet explains how to reproduce 20 models with stepby-step explanations or kids can invent their own constructions. The
graphic style is inspired by the Austrian artist Hundertwasser.
Box / 10 pre-cut boards (20 x 25 cm) + booklet / 22 x 27.5 cm / €22.50
From 7 onwards
Publication: October 2018
Rights sold: English

Architek’

By Dominique Ehrhard
An innovative and playful cardboard building blocks game for kids,
associating architecture with graphic design. 95 pre-cut elements in
cardboard that can be combined in an infinite number of ways to
build all kinds of buildings, following the instructions and more than 20
steps-by-step projects or inventing new ones.

Hardcover / 32 pages + 48 boards / 13 x 13 x 5.5 cm / €18.50
From 7 onwards
Publication: October 2017
Rights sold: Catalan, English, German, Simplified Chinese, Spanish
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Activities
The Little Chefs’ Workshop series
Cookbooks with a modern, cheerful and richly illustrated layout, including fifteen recipes
clearly explained, photos, and plenty of information on the art of living and anecdotes to
immerse children in a worldwide or a lively atmosphere. A series to travel around the world
from the kitchen!
Hardcover / 48 pages / 18 x 25 cm / €11.95
From 7 onwards

Vegetarian Cooking
By Delphine Lebrun & Aki

World Finger Food
By Delphine Lebrun &
Victoria Dorche

Japanese Cooking
By Sanae Sayama &
Marie Assénat

Italian Cooking
By Sylvie Da Silva &
Lucia Calfapietra

Parents, Dinner is Served! series
By Sylvie Da Silva

25 kids-friendly recipes, sweet and savory, in step-by-step photos to make them easily cook
on their own. The suggested menus are coming with decoration ideas, for amazing family
meals!
Hardcover / 80 pages / 22 x 28.7 cm / €18.50 to €18.95
From 7 onwards
Publication: March 2020
Sylvie Da Silva is passionate about cooking and inspired by the world, with her Portuguese origins. Apart from
writing cooking books, she is in charge of promotion for a comic strip imprint.

New

Parents, Dinner is Served!

Parents, Dinner is Served! A New Batch!
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Interactive Books
In the Farm

By Dominique Ehrhard & Anne-Florence
Lemasson
A beautiful book with 7 double-pages in pop-up to discover the farm
animals. The children count 1 rooster, 2 horses up to 10 young chicks
and the final double-page gathering all the animals and the
farmers!
Hardcover / 14 pages / 21.2 x 29.2 cm / €24.50
From 3 onwards
Publication: February 2021
Rights sold: Korean
Dominique Ehrhard is a game designer and fine arts teacher, passionate about
paper, pop-ups and architecture.
Anne-Florence Lemasson is a high school teacher and likes to mix her talent for writing
with Dominique’s illustrations.

The Chatty Frog

By Claire Zucchelli-Romer
The child follows a funny and very talkative frog who, from morning
to night, talks, jumps, sings with his friends... RIBBIT! And on each
double-page, the child discovers an animation for a reading full of
surprises! A clever movable boardbook!

Boardbook / 16 pages / 16.5 x 16.5 cm / €13.50
From 3 onwards
Rights sold: Italian, Simplified Chinese
Publication: July 2020
Claire Zucchelli-Romer grew up in a family of artists. She is passionate about books
and particularly pop-ups. As well as creating books, she also designs animations and
other visual arts objects.
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